The Unique Gift That Supports Animal Awareness & Conservation

ADOPT AN ANIMAL
MAKE A DIFFERENCE

ANIMAL ADOPTION LEVELS

ADVOCATE $30
Includes a personalized certificate, photo, and an animal fact sheet.

GUARDIAN $50
All the benefits of the Advocate package, plus an animal plush of your adopted animal. If a plush of your specific animal is not available, you will receive an African Elephant plush; the Oakland Zoo’s signature animal.

STEWARD $150
All the benefits of the Guardian package, plus a one-time family admission pass to the Zoo and a children’s book.

CONSERVATIONIST $500
All the benefits of the Steward package, plus recognition in our Annual Report.

ZOOLOGIST $1,000
All the benefits of the Conservationist package, plus an invitation to our annual donor appreciation event.

ADOPT AN ANIMAL APPLICATION FORM

NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY/STATE/ZIP:
ANIMAL:

PACKAGE LEVEL:
IS THIS A GIFT ADOPTION? YES NO
(If yes, please fill out the form below)

NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY/STATE/ZIP:

SEND PACKAGE DIRECTLY TO: ME GIFT RECIPIENT

GIFT CARD TO READ “FROM ____________________________”

PAYMENT INFORMATION: CHECK MC VISA AMEX

CARD NUMBER:
EXPIRATION DATE: CVC

NAME ON CARD:
SIGNATURE:

*See our full list of animals at oaklandzoo.org

American Alligator
American Bison
American Black Bear
African Elephant
African Lion
Camel
Chimpanzee
Cotton-Top Tamarin
Gibbon
Gray Wolf
Grizzly Bear
Hamadryas Baboon
Jaguar
Lemur
Malayan Flying Fox
Mountain Lion
North American River Otter
Reticulated Giraffe
Siamang
Slender Tailed Meerkat
Squirrel Monkey
Sun Bear
Tiger
Warthog
Zebra
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Mail this form along with your payment to: Oakland Zoo, Adopt an Animal, 9777 Golf Links Rd., PO Box 5238, Oakland CA 94605. You may also adopt an animal online by visiting oaklandzoo.org, or calling (510) 632-9525 x154. Thank you!